Chaos is the uncertain phenomenon of certain systems in evolution, while entropy, as the best quantization parameter of uncertain property, is very important for entropy properties comparison of different one-dimensional chaotic maps.Compare entropy properties of different classical chaotic maps separately based on tent map,cubic map, unlimited folding map and Chebyshev map.The results show that when the system parameters are confirmed, the initial value hardly effects the entropy of chaos system. At the same time the longer the chaos sequence, the nearer the entropy value of chaos system to the theory limits.The system entropy is changing with the system value.Under the same condition, the entropy of tent map will get near to the theory limit faster while stability is stronger. This means the ergodic of tent map sequence is more uniform, which presents the theory base for that it is the best choice chaotic map practically.
Introduction
Chaos is the complex phenomenon that comes from certain system because of inner feature. It is a fade random movement like random [1] . Chaos is not simply out of order, but no obvious features like period and symmetry in normal integer dimension. The referenced fractional dimensional space has abundant interior level ordered structure, which is a new style of nonlinear system. Because of its unique properties, as inner random, high sensitive to initial value, and ergodicity of phase space, Chaos is applied in many areas. Choi did the function optimization by introducing Chaos dynamic into steepest descent method [2] . Wang Zicai introduced the ergodicity of Chaos into simulated annealing algorithm [3] .Jiang introduced Chaos map into Particle Swarm Optimization [4] .
Zhang
Jinliang presented PSO-LSSVM based on Wavelet Transform and Particle Warm Optimization, and a complexed prediction method [5] of Chaos time sequence of LARCH. All of the study above is for the uncertain feature of Chaos (ergodicity, random and so on) together with optimization, or to do prediction with modern mathematic methods. As the uncertain quantization parameter of Chaos system,Lyaponov exponent [6] [7] ,pace observation method, Poincare section method, entropy [8] [9] ,and fractal dimension [10] .The most important quantization parameter, at the same time most commonly used, is Lyaponov exponent.When it is >0,system is qualitatively is in Chaos, but it cannot be used in adjust the complexity of system. Other parameters can be used to do this, while entropy and fractal dimension can qualitatively be used. Pan Xinyu and so on studied the entropy properties of Logistic Chaos system [11] . Based on reference [11] , this work went on studying the relationship between the properties tent map entropy and system initial value, parameter. Especially by comparing the entropy properties of different 1-dimension Chaos systems, by data analysis of the limit process of graduate entropies, this presents the reason why tent map has better distribution property from the uniformity.
2.Analysis of entropy properties
The entropy is a function of describing system state. The system entropy directly reflects the uniformity of state. Shannon,who first introduced the concept of entropy in Information Theory, named it as information entropy. That is for a uncertain system, if the state is described by random variable X , for discrete random variable,let X be 1 2 { , , , }, ( 2) n X x x x n = ≥  ,each value's referenced probability is 1 2 { , , , }, (0 1)
，whose essence describes that the complexity and randomness of any movement or system evolution. Factually X can be stated as the state area of system studied.The value of X can be selected as its different equal division,or a equal non-overlapped cover.It can be easily proved that when X is equal probability distribution,when continuous it is uniformed distribution, the entropy function gets max value,which means the probability of X in every equal quantity area,as when
 , the entropy function has its max value max( ) max{ ln( )} ln
Entropy properties study of different Chaos systems
All the experiment used Matlab 2015,in the environment of Intel(R) ， Pentium(R),Core(TM) i7-3520M CPU,2.9GHz,4.00GB,Windows7, no data deleted.
Study of entropy properties of Chaos system

Study of entropy properties of tent map
As the classical tent map,
n n x a a x x a n
（1）
For different parameter a and initial value 0 x ,analyze the sequence distribution of system evolution.The steps are,select the system initial value 0
x from -0.99 to 0.99, one step is 0.02, in total 100.The parameter a is selected from 0.001 to 0.999, step 0.002, in total 500. The discrete Chaos sequence n x from (1) is from [-1,1].When statist sequence,divide [-1,1] into 20 intervals,step is 0.1,in another way 100 intervals with step 0.02, the more intervals, the more elaborate. If the length of Chaos sequence from (1) is N ,statist the sequence number ( 1, 2, 20) i n i =  in every interval,so the statistic probability is With parameter a getting larger, the data range of Chaos sequence increases, and the distribution is becoming more and more uniformed, so that its entropy is bigger. Do many experiments with different parameters in order to get wide results. The representative results are as Fig 2 and 3. （a）distribution of Chaos system entropy （b）average value distribution of Chaos entropy （c）variance distribution of Chaos entropy From Fig 2, 3 , and experiments, no matter the number of statistic is 20 or 100 or more, when the parameter a is confirmed, no matter the length of data and different system initial values, the entropy value remains the same. When the parameter a increases, the entropy increases. When a gets near to 1, the entropy is the maximum 4.6002 and 2.9956, near to the theory limits separately. Of course there is some mutation points in the process of entropy increasing, which means for the special parameter a , the Chaos system (1) has not been in Chaos state, but stayed in the turnoff of multi-period, while the data around period points is too dense, all the data only stay in several statistic intervals, so that the entropy of these points gets smaller. For the comparison of Fig 2 and 3 ,enlarge the length of Chaos sequence, the statistic intervals get less, the amount of data in every statistic interval is more sufficient, the probability is more steady. From the analysis of experiment results, the entropy of Chaos system (1) is basically decided by parameter a ,not related to the initial value.On the view of statistic,the sequence distribution of the Chaos system with certain parameter a has somehow regular pattern,some relative steady parts under the property of uncertain of Chaos system.At the same time the entropy of Chaos system (1) increases with a , in the end near to the theory limit.This means the sequence distribution of Chaos system (1) is more and more uniformed.
Comparison of entropy properties of popular 1-dimensional Chaos system
When the property of Chaos sequence is applied in other areas, the Chaos systems that always need studying are, Cubic map 
（4）
For Chaos system (2)- (4),do experiments like 3.1.1.Based on normal parameters, for certain Chaos areas, first study different initial values effects different Chaos systems sequence probability, calculate entropy by the definition. Then consider when the length of Chaos sequence increase, how about the uniform of the probability distribution of every Chaos system? What is process of every entropy of Chaos system to the theory limit? As Fig 4 and 5 , in different conditions, the sequences of Chaos system (1)-(4), Chaos map sequence probability distribution based on different length and interval divided. Fig 6 and 7 present the entropies. , the results show that the change of initial state (initial value) does not effect the entropy of Chaos system much. Besides, the longer the Chaos sequence, the nearer entropy of Chaos system to its theory limit, and the change is small. Table 1 and Table 2 gives the results in details. 
Conclusions
On basis of tent map entropy properties, this work especially compared the entropy properties of several classical maps, and by experiments here got the conclusions as follow： (1) The entropy values of several classical maps have no relationship to the system initial value, have some relation to the system parameters. This means the system entropies are non-sensitive to initial values, and entropy value of Chaos system with certain parameter is basically confirmed.
(2) The experiment results proved that in several classical Chaos system maps, tent map will convergent to the entropy limit faster,which means when the sequence length is certain, the ergodic of tent map sequence is more uniformed, with small fluctuation. So that when applying it in other areas, the choice of tent map is theorical.
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